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PR E SID E N T KENNEDY’S ap
proval of the sale to Russia of
£89million worth of surplus U.S.
wheat in our opinion reflects more
the seriousness with which the Ken
nedy administration view the bal
ance of payments crisis than a fur
ther “detente” in the East-West
power struggle. Indeed we would
also suggest that the test ban agree
ment, which has now been ratified
by the three nuclear powers (as well
as by a further 100 nations which
haven’t the know-how any how)
came about not because of any con
cern with fall-out in our children’s
milk supplies but because of this,
at present, all-absorbing, obsessing
financial problem of balance of pay
ments, which Kennedy is clearly de
termined to halt at almost any cost
—including withdrawal of some of
America’s troops in Europe, as well
as the curtailment of military “aid”.
Needless to say, the Republicans
are denouncing the President for
allowing the grain deal to go
through, and Mr. Nixon, the Repub
licans’ unsuccessful choice at the
last Presidential elections, has de
clared on the radio that it would
be “harming the cause of world
freedom”, on the grounds presum
ably that if Russia can import
foodstuffs, her labour power could

SELLERS WANTED FOR

To Russia with.. ?
In fact the Russians have admit
fickle as we had imagined, for the
Nixon argument can hardly stand ted an 18 per cent decline in grain
up to a moment’s thought. Russia’s supplies available to the Govern
large purchases of grain in Canada ment compared with 1962. Since—
($500m) as well as in U.S.A. according to the N-Y. Times Mos
(S285m) were not conditional on cow correspondent t— government
these countries buying an equivalent purchases represent approximately
value of Russian goods, but are 40 per cent of the total harvest, one
being sold for cash—to quote Ken cannot necessarily assume that the
nedy at his Press Conference of big-scale buying on world markets
October 10, “for American dollars is the result of a crop failure. Might
or gold, either cash on delivery or not the government’s deficiency have
normal commerce terms”.
been caused by the farms and rural
For Russia to spend foreign cur areas holding back larger quotas for
rency or gold on wheat indicates a their own consumption?
★
genuine crop failure (whatever the
reasons—political or climatic) or W /H E N Mr. Kennedy told news
increased consumption, for what
papermen that* “this transac
hard currencies she disposes of are tion advertises to the world as
invariably used to purchase capital nothing else could the success of
goods, machinery, from the “know free American agriculture” and went
how” countries to build up her own on to add that it
industrial potential.
“demonstrates our willingness to re

lieve food shortages, to reduce tensions,
and to improve relations with all coun
tries, and it shows that peaceful agree
ments with the U nited States which are
in the interests of both sides are a far
more worthwhile course than a course
of isolation and hostility

he revealed that he was no more
concerned with the truth than the
frustrated Mr. Nixon. The facts
speak more loudly than Mr.
Kennedy’s platitudes. And for the
facts we will quote and rely on Mr.
Kennedy himself at his Press Con
ference (Oct. 10) and the statement
by his Secretary of Agriculture, Mr.
Orville Freeman, two days earlier.

as reported by the United States
Information Service.
You and this writer know what
we mean when we talk of “relieving
food shortage” ; we think of mutual
aid, of sharing our good fortune
with the less fortunate; we think
of OXFAM, War on Want and
other bodies which rely on human
solidarity to provide the necessities
of life to those fellow beings who
have been deprived of the means to
provide for themselves by reason
of natural- or man made- disasters.
And in the past few weeks what
with dams bringing death (instead
of life) to whole communities, and
the Christians’ God of Love blow
ing some of his most devoted flock
off the face of the earth, we have
been conscious of the resilience and
efficiency of the agencies of the
Continued on page 3

b e directed to h e a v y in d u s tr y a n d
u n n a m en ts. Ju d g in g b y th e G a llu p

ned^s^popm anty” had receded to'
its lowest ebb since he took office,
it would appear that the American
man-in-the-street is as gullible and

Freedom
and Anarchy
It has been found more conven
ient by all connected with the pro
duction of our two publications to
publish A narchy in future on the
first Saturday of each month, and
not, as hitherto, on the last. Will
our distributors and editorial con
tributors therefore please note that
publishing arrangements to the end
of the year will be as follows: issues
of F reedom will appear on October
26, November 9, 16, 23, 30, Decem
ber 14, 21, 28. The November
number of A narchy will be on sale
from November 2 and the December
issue will appear on December 7th.
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KENNEDY RESISTS 40hr WEEK

LA T ER -N 0T NOW
A T „ his recent Press conference,
Text fo r Today:
T H E BEST BATTLES ARE
A L W A Y S W O N O N THE
P L A Y IN G FIELDS O F E T O N

Spanish Miners’ Resistance Continues
The Spanish Minister of Information
and Tourism, Don Manuel Fraga, has
denied that the Asturias miners have
been tortured. This was in reply to a
letter givkig details of these tortures,
which was signed by 102 Spanish intel
lectuals.
In the Minister's reply to Don lose
Benjamin, who headed the list of signa
tories, he refutes that Rafael Gonzalez
died of ill-treatment. According to Fraga,
“There never was such a person, not
has any miner died as a result of illtreatment. He also denies that Silvano
Zapieo was castrated and that according
to records, he hasn’t been arrested, and
they show no trace of anyone by this
name.
The Minister admits that Cicente
Baragana has been arrested but denies
that his testicles have been burned.
Baragana is now in Carabanchel jail in
Madrid. Fraga also admits that it is
possible that the two miners' wives have
had their hair cropjxsd.
In the case of Everardo Castra Perez,
whom the 102 signatories said had been
driven insane by torture, Fraga gives the
lame excuse that he was already mentally
deranged. Perez was arrested and im
prisoned for painting on walls such
slogans as “Franco is an Assassin" and

*Am nesty' Calls

for Protest by
British M iners
“The People take Revenge”.
Although the Franco ^regime deny
these tortures, they nevertheless fear
any more letters of this sort for IS of
the signatories have been.1 arrested and
six of them charged with spreading
illegal propaganda. Of these six, two,
who are professors, were at the time
writing a thesis on the Italian interven
tion in Spain during 1936-39.
Financial help for the miners and
their families has come from the French
miners’ unions, who have sent 2S,000 NF
from their strike fund of last spring, to
Toulouse, where the C.N.T., U.G.T. and
a students’ association are organizing a
solidarity fund.
It is difficult to know exactly what is
happening in the Asturias area. A mes
sage smuggled out was printed in the
"Daily W orker”. The appeal says, "The
Government in Madrid has decided to
put an end to the strike next week, and
will stop at nothing to achieve this.

An unbridled manhunt is going on
throughout the coalfield. At night
miners are dragged from their homes
and taken to prison. A t least 500
miners have been exiled and nobody
knows what has happened to them or
where they are. The Spanish Govern
ment, which has committed itself to
honour the U.N. Declaration of Human
Rights, must put an end to these un
warranted persecutions. From the very
beginning our protest has been peaceful
and has excluded violence. Act now,
for each hour that passes may become
our last hour.”
One French paper has reported that
some miners are now striking for 10
minutes each day in solidarity with
arrested miners. But at the moment it
is unclear how many mines are involved
or to what extent the strike is still being
carried on. At a big steel-works, Altos
Omos, in Bilbao, workers are operating
a "go-slow”, which is believed to be in
support of the miners.
The British Appeal for Amnesty in
Spain report that there are 41 miners
awaiting military trial at the Carabanchcl prison. Amnesty have sent a retport of these arrests to miners in this
country urging them to protest in every
way possible.
P.T.

President Kennedy was asked
whether a statement he had made
in California had been correctly
interpreted by some as indicating a
change in his opposition to the
shorter working week. The Presi
dent replied:
I am still opposed to it. W hat I was
talking about was that inevitably as the
century goes on, in my judgment, as
machines increasingly take the place of
men, that we will have more leisure,
and therefore we should take those steps
in the field of conservation, resource
development, and recreation, which will
prepare us for that period. But that is
not talking about today o r tomorrow.
It would be a great mistake for us to
reduce our 40-hour week now. It would
affect our competitive position abroad,
and I think that the needs of American
production are such that we ought to
stick with our 40-hour week. I see the
time coming, as I was saying, at the end
of the century, perhaps sooner than
that, when there may be a change in
that, but not now.

The fact is, that some industries
in America are already working a
shorter week, and of course millions
of American workers are not work
ing at all.
To realise on what scale human
effort and natural resources are
being wasted in the American
economy readers are referred to
Vance Packard’s “The Waste Mak
ers” (Penguin 4/6). How easily
the working week could be drastic
ally reduced if instead of “planned
obsolescence”, the production of the
.unnecessary, the emphasis in indus
trial production were based on
needs.
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F R E E D O M

TF my analysis in the last issue of
F reedom (Oct. 12) is accepted, then
there are in Spain three forces—the
“Franquist clique", the nobility, Church,
Army and State officials; there is the
capitalist class; and there are the the
workers. Rule by terror is a character
istic jof feudal r6gimes, but it is avoided
where possible by money-making socie
ties. There can be no doubt that many
Spanish workers feel that the next step
must be the victory of the middle classes
over the feudalists, so that the capitalist
Republic may supersede rule by terror
and the way be clear for class struggle.
This is not necessarily in itself a com
promise (it does not mean one is obliged
thereby to accept Ministerial posts).
On the other hand, a very few
members of the ruling group—not being
as blind as the traditional Spanish aristo
crat—are also inclined to see in the
establishment of a “liberal” (capitalist)
government, the way in which feudal
interests can be preserved and identified
with the rising capitalist class (as was
done most successfully of all in England).
One might hope that more of them
would be terrified off Franco.
One of the weaknesses of the emigrd
movement has been on the one hand to
suggest measures for the boycott of
Spain which would lead to the weaken
ing of the capitalist class, yet at the
same time to propose “union of all
parties” (or, as a concession to the Right
rather than awareness of the dangers of
the Moscow tie-up, “union of all parties
except the Communists”). Thus they
never have made up their minds whether
the Spanish middle class is an enemy or
an ally. This is, of course, a matter
which can only be left to the workers
within Spain. As mentioned in the last
article. Franco has used the image of
the “Anti-Espana” in order to frighten
the middle classes which are inevitably
bound to seek protection for their wealth
in the power that exists.
What is beyond all dispute, however,
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Spain and Franco
is that whatever position the Spanish
workers adopt to this second group, the
money-making bourgeoisie, their unre
lenting and most fitter enemy—which
has nothing to gain but everything to
lose by Franco’s passing (unless it has
previously been protected by the rise of
a constitutional regime)—is the first group.
Nor is this group by any means some
sort of exclusive possession of the
Spanish workers who alone will know
how to deal with them. They are in fact
a stinking carrion throughout Europe.
The first and only concern of the
Spanish nobility being for its own com
fort, a boycott directed personally and
exclusively against them would, if effec
tive, have speedy results. Many news
papers suggested the campaign against
the Queen of Greeoe was unfair: I think
it is probably true that she had little
to do with the fact of political prisoners
in Greece—but the point is that such
a campaign could be and probably was,
effective. Civil servants nowadays in
clude the receiving of protests as part of
their expense account items. But they
want the new game played according to
the old rules. They did not want the
Greek Queen embarrassed before her
hosts. What, for example, has Fabiola
of Belgium to do with Spanish political
prisoners? Nothing. Yet the circle sur
rounding Franco would be furious if she
were to be embarrassed by protests.
The Spanish nobility comes and goes
throughout Europe surrounded by luxury
and ease. If their presence caused a
major international scandal, it would
be surprising how even they would find
hotels discreetly full whenever they ap
peared. The movements of former Nazi
criminals now shorn of all powr—causes
a rumpus . . . why should not the move
ments of active supporters of Franco,
in other words, the nobility of Spain?
Nothing would embarrass them more
than being held responsible for the poli
tical prisoners of Spain. Some of them
may not even be directly involved. But
they have collectively the power to stop
the pogroms against Franco’s opponents.

.e«r a ~u
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paper-hacks, children's books and taxi
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"ANB objection that is frequently
brought against anarchism once the
lore irrational ones have been overome is that the economic organisation
f a complicated, industrially developed
ociety could never be carried on sucessfully without a central government,
nth oower to impose its decisions.
How for instance, would decisions
about the building of roads or railways,
or factories that would need several
years work before they could begin pro
duction be taken in an anarchist society?
How would distribution of food between
different countries, and international ex
change o f products be regulated?
These problems do not exist for the
more radical “ back to nature” anarchists,
who would be too busy digging their
own compost-grown potatoes and weav
ing their own clothes, and at a more
liberatarian stage, rolling in the cloyer
together to the accompaniment of folk
songs, to want to construct factories or
railways.
However, most people enjoy the in
creased possibilities for the enjoyment
of life that the developments of the last
few centuries have brought, and the
advances in the extent to which human
beings are able to control and exploit
natural resources. The credit for these
advances is always claimed by govern
ments or socially powerful elements such
as capitalist companies, and any accom
panying disadvantages, in the shape of
social regimentation, lack of freedom for
individual expression are explained away
as being inevitable concomitants of a
society with a “high standard of living".
This propaganda, the success of which
is hardly surprising since it is put out
through the entire press and broadcast
ing systems, the educational establish
ments to which everyone is subjected and
so on, has ensured that very few people
are prepared to envisage any kind of
social revolution, for fear of losing
what they have now.
To begin with, however efficient the
present social order may be for the
people in power, it Is clearly extremely
inefficient from the point of view of the
majority of the population. These
points are appreciable particularly when
people are able to get out of the habit,

relenting persecution of Franco’s oppo
nents by his police, in the classical man
ner adopted by the Tsar and the Sultan
against Jews and Christians respectively.
This description iy exact, the police in
fact persecute even former Republicans
for their views hbld years previously.
They invent atrocities in order to punish
them, in flagrant imitation of the “ritual
murder” trials. The aim is to keep the
workers in subjection. The workers can
only improve their status by struggle
against the capitalist class. In fact, the
capitalist can make more money when
the workers gain a higher standard of
living. (This is something shown in the
Western world)). The workers are kept
down not to “increase the profits of the
capitalist”, whose economic compulsions
are the same as elsewhere in the Western
world, but as part of the “pogrom”
waged against them by the feudalists.
In some cases, economic trends have
forced the feudalists to give way. The
“Fascist labour laws” are neither good
nor bad, to be praised or condemned;
they are merely part and parcel of this
essential clash between capitalist econo
mics and feudal domination. Franco
has not given or allowed a higher stan
dard of living. This naturally comes
about in a competitive society. The
military actions against strikers, the illtreatment of political prisoners (some
times selected quite arbitrarily), and
the endeavour to lower the standard of
living, are all part and parcel of the
“pogroms”.
How then can we stop the pogroms?
Here we can gain light from an un
expected source. A sensation has been
caused by a Protestant German, whose
play ‘T h e Representative”, has con
demned the Pope for being silent in the
pogroms against the Jews. Yet he sets
out fairly the Pope’s dilemma. Had he
spoken against the persecutions, except
in the most general and vague terms,
Hitler might have increased them. More
over, he was not at all sure that Hitler
was not his alljl The Pope was succeeded by John-^XIII—to whom CathoT~“r
Miiemrprise’
1 1 “good
in u “ Lj ^ -except in the
most general ana' vague terms, about me

pogroms against the Spanish workers,
and was not at all in doubt that Franco
was an ally.
(It was well within the powers of the
Communist Party to obtain the cajlingoff of this pogrom against the Spanish
workers.
The Polish or Hungarian
governments had only to ask the Church
to do it, in return for concessions which
in any case they had to make).
The present Pope has only to make
the request in order for mercy to be
given. It is not cynical to say that, on
the whole, the Pope would prefer mercy
to be shown where it was not entirely
incompatible with the interests of the
Church. Unfortunately the release of
the prisoners, and the abatement of the
pogrom, which would lead to a freer
Spain in which there was less room for
clerical privilege, might be considered
incompatible with the interests of the
Church. If, however, the guilt of the
Vatican were to confront it wherever it
turned, it would be obliged to yield on
this issue even if it meant making a
“good m an” of yet another Pope. No
“calls from the Spanish workers” can
come on this issue, because it is not
always within the courage or under
standing of those aspiring to leadership
in a so-called Rom an Catholic country
to antagonise “Catholic opinion”. But
the fact is that if, wherever the Church
turned in its “fraternal quest for unity”,
it was met with a demand fo r clemency
for the Spanish prisoners and an abate
ment of the pogrom against the Spanish
workers, it would be prepared to sacri
fice its interest. The Vatican must never
be allowed to forget this skeleton in its
closet. For nearly 25 years it has
cleverly put off discussion by vague
generalities, in the same m anner as Pius
did when confronted with Hitlerls mas
sacres. However, Pius had not backed
Hitler from the beginning, nor was
Hitler’s attachment to, and involvement
with, the Vatican in any way to be
compared with Franco’s. A n internat
ional campaign now, to ask Paul to act
where Pius failed to act, could not he
resisted by an organisation currently so
sensitive to public opinion as the Vatican.
Finally, the role of the Army. In my
view, the various discussions on general
policy of the anarchist movement, are
reactionary in allowing only the altematives of “violence" and “non-violence”,
above all
A
policy of '* > 1 v id e o is" presumably tViai

Anarchist Economics
which is again! accepted from school
days upwards, ,qf thinking in terms of
financial values! and looking at econo
mics in terms of human effort, and the
wealth that is created by it. In a recent
discussion it was suggested to the writer
that an efficient! public transport system
would be impossible in an anarchist
society, and that the decision about
whether to build a tunnel or bridge
across the Channel would prove insolu
ble.
There can hardly be two topics which
illustrate more vividly the questions
which divide® he anarchist view of
society from the authoritarian one.
Whatever the merits of crossing the
channel by tumiel, bridge, boat or aero-,
plane are, the bne factor that has not
been taken into account by the govern
ments, companjes and pressure groups
that have been studying the question
during the last few years has been what
the people whb are likely to use the
communication^ want. All the consider
ations have been worked out in terms
of profits, financial savings, return on
investments and so on.
The public transport system is in a
slate of general chaos precisely because
it is not being planned in the interests
of people who need to travel, but be
cause it has been the plaything of com
peting financial and state interests since
the days wheff the Romans built their
roads for the Conquering armies.
Suppose dfeislons about economic
planning had |to be made by a com
plicated p roaS | of referring to freely
grouped assoclttions of people involved
in them; an d jth at for instance it was
impossible to have a road built unless
enough road Building workers could be
convinced of nts value to go out and
do it. There may well be difficulties and
delays, and unwise decisions would be
taken from time to time, but they would
be trivial contoured with the stupidities
and inefficiency of eoonomic planning
in our preseit society, whether it is
controlled dimctly by governments or
through private firms.

It is inconceivable for instance, that
if economic decisions were taken ration
ally in a free community, that workers
would build two parallel railways be
tween the same cities, as happened in
Britain during the industrial revolution;
that food needed in one part of the
world would be left rotting in another
because of the “economic” effects of
“giving it away” ; or that wealth would
be wasted on producing aeroplanes and
ships for what is today regarded as nat
ional prestige. Yet all these things,
productive of waste and poverty, are
a built-in part of all the authoritarian
economic systems of the world, and the
tragedy is that they are accepted as good
sense by people who would scoff at the
“anarchy” that would follow a liber
tarian social revolution.
The tasks of anarchists in face of this
are twofold. Firstly to overcome the
habits of thought that support the pre
sent social system. That is to say, to
convince people that an industry is not
necessarily thriving and useful if it
makes vast profits, o r even if it pays
high wages (the most difficult p art!) if
it is devoted largely to producing either
unnecessary goods, or more usually, bad
ones from the point of view of wear
and performance. The most important
case is the armaments industry which
usually does pay good wages, and only
occasionally causes unemployment. In
fact, the very fact that it is profitable
to manufacture shoddy articles and that
millions of people find it financially
rewarding to do socially useless and
personally unrewarding jobs while neces
sary ones such as public transport suffer
from lack of workers, illustrates the
futility of capitalist economic theories.
If capitalism is evaluated according
to its own set of values, it contains
enough “fundamental contradictions”.
The anarchist challenge to people is to
reject this sense of values and to judge
a system not in terms of politics, profits,
finance or even wages, but in terms of
the use of human wealth to produce
the kind of things we need for life

of military forays in the Garibaldi
tradition. This plays into the hands of
the Army which needs such exercise to
keep it alive, and which will, if need be,
stage incidents such as the murder of
the British doctor (as part of the “ritual
murder” set-up). On the other hand,
“non-violence” would be disastrous in
terms of Gandhism and blanket advice
to sit down and wait for the lathi
charges. There is in fact no way in
which a revolutionary movement today
can use violence, but it does not follow
that the alternative is pacifism.
There is only one thing that can shift
the Army officers from their allegiance
to Franco, and that is something in
which the emigre movement even the
constitutionalists could play a large part:
namely, the raising of the demand for
complete dissolution of the Army and
dismissal of the officer class without pen
sion. In no circumstances now will this
class ever turn to the workers. But if
they felt that they were going to be
overtaken by a workers’ movement that
was going to wipe out professional mili
tarism for its crimes, they would take
their chance on constitutional govern
ment instead. If the demand for total
abolition of the army (which has been
a factor since the Spanish-American war)
is to gain ground even amongst the
constitutionalists, the officer class might
feel less secure. As Pio Baroga said,
“In war time they run . . . in peace time
they - shoot the . people”. They contri
bute nothing to Spanish life. The Re
public preserved them and they turned
against it. They can bear with fortitude
any campaign provided it is not against
themselves personally.
Action against the ruling groups of
Spain—the nobility, Church and Army—
does not mean that one precludes
struggle against the middle classes as
such.’ The class struggle inside Spain is
one that is taking place between the
working classes and the financial inter
ests. But the national oppression of
Spain (which is another way of saying,
the pogrom against the workers) comes
from outside and above the middle
classes. In a sense, Spain is almost like
a colonial country. The Franquist hier
archy is as much a national oppressor
as any imperial power. General Franco
is still “Viceroy for Hitler” though he
owes his continued dominance not to
German and Italian bayonets any longer,
but solely to bis own shrewdness.
lN T E tW
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and happiness.
The end of authoritarian economics
would release so much energy, that there
would be room for a few mistakes, still
leaving us all better off than at present!
Secondly, anarchists have never set
out to lay down a blue print for the
future, and although many anarchists
have vague ideas about local, regional,
industrial and national syndicates and
councils, the most important thing is
not to say how people will organise a
free society, but to have confidence,
based on thought and experience that
they will be able to find their own way
when the situation arises.
However, because of this, the fact that
anarchism is not just a plan for the
future, but for here and now, and it
depends on the development of a differ
ent way of thinking and acting in social
matters, it is important to develop what
ever movements can be developed, to
wards taking power into the hand of
the people, whether in industry, agri
culture, education or any other walks
of life.
The weakness of the protest move
ments that have sprung up in the past
seven years, welcome though they have
been in comparison with the apathy that
preceded them, is that they are based
solely on a general reaction of horror
against the H-bomb, political persecu
tion or famine, which is again an admir
able one, but is bound to be superficial
if it is not related to a general rejection
of the
idea that it is fundamentally
right for power to lie in the hands of
a minority; or that it is impossible for
us to get rid of governments because
of the supposed chaos that would ensue.
For that reason they tend to collapse
soon after the problem which brought
them into being loses current interest.
What should be the strength of anar
chism, although it depends on the efforts
of those of us who are anarchists to
realise it, is the fact that it does extend
to every aspect of life; and its problem
lies in arousing people to make out their
own scale of human values on which to
judge the success or failure of the present
system of governmental and authori
tarian society, instead of accepting those
pushed on them by the very people in
power.
P.H.
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A sick , old Prime] Minister announced
his intention of lay>nB down the leader
ship of the Conservative Party. Younger
men announced their availability for
taking up the position. Lord Hailsham
announced his intention of becoming
Quintin Hogg, it is Presumed that Lord
Home will become Alexander Frederick
Home, Mr. Butler will stay Mr. Butler.
Newsweek’s often clouded periscope dis
closed on September 9th that Another
English Cabinet resignation will take
place soon. Though the announcement
may state “for personal reasons” it will
actually be because of information un
earthed by Lord Dunning in his post
mortem on the Profiimo affair”. . . .
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TO RUSSIA WITH . . P
Continued from pegs I
people to bring comfort and help to
the survivors compared with the
pusilanimi ty of governments. Solid
arity, mutual aid are human mani
festations which have made survival
possible over millions of years; gov
ernment, of recent introduction
compared with Man’s existence on
this planet, is the antithesis of solid
arity and mutual aid.
Mr. Kennedy exposes the hypo
crisy of the class he represents when
he talks of “this transaction” de
monstrating “our willingness to
relieve food shortages” by the
following statements made by him
at the same Press conference:
“Basically, the Soviet Union will
be treated like any other cash cus
tomer in the world market who is
willing and able to strike a bargain
with private American merchants
. . . [our italics].

nor the possibilities, of providing
for itself, though the means do exist
in fact to satisfy these needs. United
States far from providing an ex
ample of the “success of free Ameri
can agriculture”, is a living example
of the failure of the capitalist system
to make the best use of natural
resources to serve human needs.
Only last week the U.S. Agricul
ture Secretary, Mr. Orville Freeman,
in a public statement, suggested that
the United States should “retire” 50
million acres from cropland within
the next 20 years. The agricultural
“revolution”—he told the American
Bankers’ Association
had made it possible “to produce food
and fibre for every person in this
country . . . and export each year over
$5,000m. worth of farm products com
mercially and through the Food for
Peace . . . on the smallest acreage in 50
years and with the smallest labour force
in a hundred years.”

This transaction has obvious benefits
But so long as there are millions
for the United States . . . {it] will benefit of hungry people, agricultural pro
our balance of payments and gold re ductivity has meaning only in so
serves . . . an added feature is the pro far as it is linked to an actual and
vision that the wheat we sell to the substantial increase in food produc
Soviet Union will be carried in available
American ships . . . Arrangements will tion. The Kennedy government’s
also be made by the Department of aim, however, is to produce less
Commerce to prevent any single Ameri foodstuffs on fewer acres than at
can dealer from receiving an excessive present, converting the “surplus”
Hcropland to other uses “such as in
share of these sales. . . .
Wheat, moreover, is our number one dustrial development and recrea
surplus today, to th e exten t o f about
one m illion unso ld bushels. T he sale o t
___
m illion bushels of,-.w heat

wofflfi
over $200 million to the
American taxpayer in reduced budget
expenditures.

Our comments would surely be
superfluous. What we would under
line, however, is the fact that even
when the Russian demand for 4
million tons |o f surplus American
wheat has been satisfied, the United
States will stilly have a surplus of
25 million tons in her costly, impro
vised, granaries, and the chances are
that this surplus will sprout and in
due course have to be destroyed.
This is bad enough knowing as we,
and Mr. Kennedy, know, that there
are hundreds of millions of human
beings in the world who are hungry.
But it is also quite clear that the
American Administration headed by
Mr. Kennedy is “concerned to re
lieve food shortages” only so long
as those affected can actually pay
“at the world price, which is the
only way it can he sold" (the italic
ised words are Kennedy’s very own).

H °w does the Kenedy Adminis
tration deal with the nagging
problem of hungry millions on the
one hand, and millions of tons of
food surpluses which cannot be
given to them, on the other? They
seek to cut the financial losses for
the American tax-payer; to appease
the tax-payer is more rewarding in
terms of votes, than feeding the hun
gry millions is in terms of gratitude
(after all, doesn’t experience teach
that those ungrateful underdevelop
ed countries in due eourse bite the
hand that fed them and vote for
“the enemy” at the U.N.?).
So, for years both the Eisenhower
and Kennedy Administrations have
been desperately trying to stream
line food production in the United
States to satisfy home and overseas
demand that can be paid for irres
pective of need. This attitude leads
to “double-talk” and policies which
ignore the crying needs of a human
ity, half of which, through not fault
of its own, has neither the means

tional facilities” which according to

I n I ndia astrologers •were called in re
cently to assist ministers in Government
re-shuffles and they have protested about
the Government’s changing of the dates
of festivals. The Guardian protested
about the forecasting of Mr. Macmillan’s
successor by measuring the amount of
applause given for speeches. Mr. Henry
Brooke got one vot^ in a New Daily
poll of its readership to find out the
party leader. . . .
M r. H enry B rooke said that vis-a-vis

the judiciary he was not an umpire but
a ‘long-stop*. Mr. Alexander Korneicruk and Wanda Wasilewskii, his wife,
of the World Peace Council were refused
permission to enter. Britain. Mr. Yuri
Gagarin’s plane was allowed, at the last
minute to refuel in Britain en route to
Mexico. Complaints were made that
people charged with parking offences
were being arrested with warrants and,
in some cases, detained in police stations.
Complaints were made that London
magistrates” courts were jammed with
cases and a case in which Mr. Gerald
Gardiner was appearing will be unable
to be heard until January. Mr. Henry
Brooke resisted an appeal to restore
birching and said “Do not imagine for
one moment the wave of crime and de
linquency can be hurled back by laws
and government alone”. Mr. Marples
announced the' introduction of penalties

An interpreter with a Chinese scientific
delegation in Japan has asked for politi
cal asylum at the Russian embassy in
Tokio. The Peking Review prints an
for the careless opening of car doors. It attack on the attack on Stalin. ‘‘The
was held in the Court of Criminal Ap Communist Party of China has always
peal that a judge “who finds it necessary held that when comrade Khrushchev
to pass a deterrent sentence on a con completely negated Stalin on the pretext
victed person is not obliged to consider of ‘combatting the personality cult’ he
the possibility of a sentence consonant was quite wrong and had ulterior
with an attempt to reform the prisoner. motives” . . . “Stalin defended and de
Such a consideration would defeat the veloped Marxism-Leninism in the fight
object of a deterrent sentence, which against various form of opportunism,
is to make an example of the offender, against the Enemies of Leninism, the
to deter other persons from committing Trotskyites, Zinovievites, Bukharinites
a crime which is both serious and rife and other bourgeois agents”. The Peking
Review quotes Krushchov (as they call
in the community”. . . .
him) on June 6th, 1937: “Our party will
mercilessly crush the band of traitors
P olicemen in Louisiana used electric and betrayers, and wipe out all the
cattle-prodding poles to evict Negro teen Trotskyist-Right dregs . . .. The guaran
agers from a church. Tear-gas bombs tee of this is the unshakeable leadership
were hurled through the windows where of our Central Committee, the unshake
the demonstrators had taken refuge. able leadership of our leader Comrade
This, was a protest against the suspen Stalin . . . We shall totally annihilate
sion of thirty-five school pupils. The our enemies—to the last man—and scat
sion of thirty-five school pupils. . . .
ter their ashes to the winds.”. In
Izvestia, Yelena Stasova said that the
A police -constable in Peterlee, County battle against Chinese leadership “must
Durham wasv sentenced to three years’ be waged with all the implacability and
imprisonment on seven charges of theft, consistency with which Lenin and the
office breaking, shop breaking and garage whole party conducted it- in the period
breaking and asked for twenty-three of the struggle against Trotskyism”. . . .
other cases to be taken into considera
tion. Two M etropolitan police con A merican and Russian scientists have
stables appeared at court on summonses observed bright flashes on Mars, says
concerning the theft of clothing, a the Daily Mail, followed by the mush
wireless set, and two gas candles from room-shaped clouds that are character
West End shops. In Georgetown, British istic of atomic bomb explosions.
British Guiana a coroner’s jury found
J on Q uixote .

(INDUSTRIAL NOTES

Busmen Take Action

sidered “ m ore p roductive arid profit * '■ For ‘^ESrsjiave- -I-een able uses” . Thus farmers and rural poorly paid andcmly by working over
associations, according to the Agri time have they been kble to take home
cultural Secretary, are being granted a living wage. Because the basic wages
are so low, drivers *E12 12s. 6d. and
loans
conductors £12 2s. 6dlper week, London
to develop outdoor recreation facilities Transport have beeJiinable to attract
on former cropland to provide fishing, the necessary numberfof busmen to pro
swimming, camping, hunting, farm vaca vide London with anladequate service.
tions and other leisure opportunities;
The result of this has been a reduction
new industrial and commercial enter in bus services, which, has meant a loss
prises have created 52,000 new jobs in in passengers, who, fed up with long
rural areas in the past 30 months; spon waits at bus-stops, have found alternative
sors of 42 watershed projects in 23 means of transport. This in turn leads
states have received tentative approval to a further reduction and so a vicious
for public recreation areas within their circle has been created by the London
projects; new 30-year low-cost loans are Transport Board. The Board is un
available for land under adjustment.
willing to pay a decern wage and would
Let their be no misunderstanding. rather, in fact insists on its right, to
We anarchists are not opposed to employ men for 16 hours overtime each
leisure and the development of those week. If basic hours only were worked
we would be able; to see the chaotic
amenities which will make it pos then
state of the transport system.
sible for us to enjoy our leisure
Busmen have had a raw deal and are
hours to the full. But so long as often blamed by the l public for things
there are people going hungry for which they are not; responsible. Pas
in the world because there is sengers angered by cuts in schedules and
not sufficient food to go round, then, increases in fares usually put the blame
in our opinion, every acre of crop on the busmen. With the introduction
land must be used to grow food. by London Transport of the new winter
This, we submit, is common sense schedules, further cuts in services will
result. Although these new schedules
and elementary humanity. A coun have
been accepted by the officials of
try such as the United States which, the Transport and General Workers’
in spile of its “Indian” birth rate, Union, there is widespread dissatisfac
is, from the point of view of land tion and discontent about them among

utilisation,
an
under-developed
country, far from “advertising to the
world, as nothing else could, the
success of free American agricul
ture” reveals the class structure and
the wastefulness of the capitalist
system which more than outweighs
the efficiency of modem, scientific
methods of production.
“Man does not live by bread alone”,
we agree; but more than half man
kind cannot live a full life, or even
think of leisure, when it is perma
nently short of “bread”. And in the
circumstances those politicians who
pose as the champions of mankind
and, in the same breath, talk of
“retiring” 50 million acres of crop
land, or of “relieving food short
ages” only for those who are “able"
to pay—by their very words expose
themselves as the humbugs and
charlatans we anarchists always
thought them to be.

that two policemen were criminally con
cerned with the death of a 19-year-old
English soldier during unrest in the
general strike. (This was initially blamed
by the English newspapers on the strik
ers). A former East German guard who
had fled to the West was tried for killing
an East German refugee before he fled.
He received 250 marks and a medal. He
had encountered difficulties in his mili
tary career since his bad spelling had
prevented him from rising about the
rank of staff-corporal. . . .

THERE'S REALLY NO CHOICE
“ No, it must be very pleasant to be
free from all this doubt and pressure,"
insisted Major Danby, “ [ think t’d
like to live like a vegetable and make
no important decisions!!
"What kind of vegetable, Danby?"
[asked Yossarian].
"A cucumber or a carrot.”
“What kind of cucumber? A good
one or a bad one?"
"Oh, a good one, of course.”
"They’d cut you off in your prime
and slice you up for a salad.”
Major Danby's face fell, “ A poor
one, then.”
“They’d let you rot knd use you for
fertilizer to help the good ones grow."
“ I guess I don't want to live like a
vegetable, then," said Major Danby with
| smile of sad resignation.
From "Catch 22" by Joseph Heller (page
436). Publisher, Jonathan Cape.

hitting at the Board. Then it would be,
up to London Transport either to con
cede to demands or to lock out the
busmen. In this case, it would then be
London Transport who would be directly
responsible”for there 'Being no buses.
The T. & G.W.U. would never take
this form of action but it could be
organised by the rank and file. Con
trolled and run by the busmen, it would
be a strong weapon in their struggle
against the London Transport Board and
bring benefit to users of this transport.
P.T.

-the-rank-and-filer IP-----This has led to a vote being taken for
strike action at Highgate garage. The
decision, it seems, was taken when the
union secretary at the garage, Mr. Fitz
patrick, was away at the Labour Party
conference, and when he returned,
another vote was taken at which this
decision was reversed. The secretary
said, “The management’s policy is to
divide and conquer, and as a result any
acjion that is taken must be united. For
one garage to stop work would be com COUNTER REVOLUTION AT
pletely hopeless and as this subject
affects the whole fleet, a top-level decis KING’S CROSS
{From a Correspondent]
ion must be taken.”
Industrial correspondents of the nat ' I'HOSE enthusiasts who thought that _
the days of the steam locomotive
ional press have described Mr. Fitz
patrick as a “moderate” and even though were numbered and that it would soon
he calls action on the part of one garage only be seen in museums, will be glad
hopeless, it is still a step in the right to hear that about 20 steam locomotives
direction if these new schedules are to will be returning to King’s Cross Station
be withdrawn. As for top-level discus this weekend. The coal is already
sions, it seems that these have been there!
Under Beeching’s modernisation plans,
taken by the union leaders without con
the steam locos at “the Cross” were
sulting the rank and file members.
At some garages, Southall, Hanwell pensioned off. The Loco shed was
and Shepherds Bush included, overtime closed, stripped of all moveables ready
bans are in operation and Edgware, to be pulled down. The 500 men who
Hanwell, Cricklewood and Hendon, worked there were transferred to other
called a 24-hour strike on Saturday. jobs or retired according to age, and
They were followed by Fulwell garage, the nearby offices were given over to a
who called a 24-hour strike on Sunday different department. All the stations
and further depots are banning overtime. were spring cleaned and smartened up
If a decent wage is to be won, then to conform to the clean, efficient image
action must be taken, but public trans of British Railways given by the diesel
port workers are in a difficult position, locomotives, but unfortunately the
for this form of stoppage immediately diesels can’t stand up to the work!
The clock is going back and everyone
antagonises the passengers. This is a
sorry slate of affairs, but that is how it is working to counter-revolutionise the
is, and London Transport will use this Loco shed. The stations of course will
return to their previous state with little
to attack the strikers.
Dalston garage has proposed that the difficulty.
union should put in for an immediate
increase of 30/- and if it is to be won
then public support is vital. Passengers
uffeclcd by strike action don’t usually TURN AGAIN, DJ
The mystery of how all-night radio
see why they should suffer, even though
in the long run due to the payment of announcers manage to stay awake and
higher wages, the bus services would be never miss a commercial has been settled.
Most stations have installed a new
improved. Busmen lack the necessary
means to point this out and therefore electrical device by which a bell auto
the passengers only get the Transport matically rings if the announcer hasn’t
spoken several seconds after a record
Board's view, backed up by the national
has stopped spinning.
press.
The answer lies in running the buses The owners of radio stations hope that
ns usual but not taking any fares. This in this way they will avoid a repetition
of a recent occurrence in the U.S.A.
has been said in F reedom many many
Anxious listeners there, rang police fol
times and has even been proposed by
some comrades, who work on the buses, lowing an ominous silence from their
local 24-hour station. The police broke
at their branch meetings. If this took
place then the busmen would not be in and found the announcer asleep on
alienating the public and would still bethe turntable.
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TVJOT wishing to enter into the con- ' troversies that have raged in the
recent issues of F reedom, the following
remarks are addressed to the out-andout cynic.
The worst killer of modern times is
neither cancer nor heart disease nor
starvation, but politics, while politicians
act as viruses that carry the disease. It
has never been good medical practice to
fight one disease with another, and it
appears to this writer that the politics
of the opposition is no better than the
disease they fight. As there is no im
munisation against this plague yet, isola
tion seems a way, not yet quite tried.
Anyone with very definite ideas on how
to change this world should stop reading
this forthwith. This includes selfstyled Anarchists, pacifists, Marxists,
Freudians, Adlerians and other numerous
divisions and sub-divisions that permeate
tho political field. Those who have
developed a healthy immunity to the
political sickness perhaps by long years
of close proximity would be the only
ones interested in some of the sugges
tions contained here. Demonstrations
it appears to this writer achieve nothing
more than nuisance value and an un
necessary addition to the Exchequer.
Seldom if ever have demonstrations
achieved their object, at best it may be
said to alleviate the personal tensions
of the participants (perhaps a good
reason in itself for going on them). As
propaganda value they seem to preach
more to the converted (there is not statis
tical evidence that after the 1961
(100,000) Aldermaston march great
droves of people joined the CND.)
In the Anarchist movement where
little other activity goes on they may
become an end in themselves.
The problem will then become which
causes are worthy of demonstration.
Quite a problem in this world, as one
could quite easily be occupied all day
with no Saturday or Sunday off either.
Perhaps one should qualify "little other
activity.” F reedom and the bookshop
are still the only tangible mainstays of
the movement in England. Each new
generation and some of the newer ones
in the Anarchist movement which have
been fathered by the CND are now as
in the past, having a good old bash at
the old “Editing father figures” , the
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fact remains neverthe less, while the
old ones quietly carry on with producing
the paper the critics yelp in resentment,
that too is a symptom of the political
sickness.
One would have thought that the
character of a paper could be changed
by the contents in it, a budding field
for all those critics anxious to get into
print. (I do not believe the Editor
exercises dictatorial censorship. The
real issue in the recent controversy is
nof whether to boycott Spain, but
whether a difference of opinion can be
rationally expressed without character
assassination: another symptom of the
political sickness. Irrationality is not
the prerogative of the other side, the
Libertarian movement is amply blessed
with this attribute, which reinforces
one’s conviction further that like charity
rationality has to begin 1*34at home.
Whether it likes it or not the Movement
will have to reappraise its future
functions "as indeed will the whole CND
Movement.
It appears that there is a need
for those cynics like this writer, who
have contracted out of the political
miasma as much as possible, that there
is a need to try something completely
new. If one has retained a spirit of
interest and adventure to do something
of practical value, for oneself and per
haps for others, some new project be
comes necessary. To live one’s life
completely devoid of politics concentrat
ing one’s energies and capabilities to
wards some constructive goal, may ap
pear to be doing nothing for the world
and its inherent wrongs. Yet a closer
look at the idea may suggest some pos
sibilities impossible with a politcal mind.
Enough has been written by numer
ous authorities, commonplace names in
the movement, on the frustrations of
town life and peoples divorced from the
basic functions of living, not to need
repeating. The idea of some co-opera
tive existence in the country, sharing a
common outlook and interest rather than
ideology, is not something really new.
It has been tried before and failed,
though valuable information has been
gamed thereby. What has been learned
is that people with very strong political
or religious opinions contribute nothing
but chaos to such ventures. People
looking for a way out of their own per
sonal- strife a kind o f cheap psycho
analysis. W O U ld - b e - d is a p p r»int^<l Th„ K -cr
elements for such an attemupt should
be between 25 and 40 years old, couples
reasonably contented with themselves
married or otherwise, with some voca
tional training, schooled in a libertarian
opinion and with a liking for country
life. Anyone in this category interested
in such a project should write to S.F.
care-of Freedom Press.
S:F.

of the pre-split-with-Bakunin days, when
socialism and anarchism were not self
consciously split from each other, when
Marx symbolised—and I refer to him
as but a symbol—the whole Western
revolutionary tradition—to wit, the En
lightenment—the idea of man as a
rational animal, who if he so. wills, can,
and should, change, if it be irrational,
his socio-economic system.
Then, as though by some secret plan,
People just don’t gjve a damn. They're
along comes Freud, who shelves social
not interested, they never have been—
change in favour of personal change.
can you tell me why they should
Whereas Marx sought to free the indiv
suddenly become so.
With a, few
idual by first freeing society itself—
honourable exceptions this country and freeing it from a master class (and its
all others are sheep led by rats. Even
executive committee, the state), Freud
so your paper, your ideas serve one sought to free the individual within—at
great big useful purpose. You wake up least by implication—the existing frame
individual minds. All your support, all
work.
the nuclear disarmers’ support comes
from individuals and usually intelligent
So the question is: Can the individual
ones. People don’t think of themselves be really liberated within the existing
as classes nowadays. The workers are set-up? Perhaps he can—because I don't
busy becoming middle class. They don’t mean to underrate Freud. Perhaps the
give two monkey’s queer things about individual, by strengthening his ego
freedom or the bomb. Haven’t you (relative to id and super-ego) can become
noticed. And the state doesn’t begin to an individual—and incidentally be in a
use its full powers. Modem brain better, position, psychically, to work
washing can make you a Communist one toward social change.
day, a fascist the next and a Seventh
Yet even if true, it would, I’m sure,
Day Adventist the day after. Modern
weapons make Hitler’s army look like be the case for but a relative handful of
individuals—those who have money and
a tea party. You live on sufferance.
time to lie down on a couch for a year
I saw this ten years ago. Since then or two o r three, or those who take the
things have been getting worse not better. time and patience to study Freudian
True your movement is bigger but it principles and techniques. (E.g., I re
exists on THEIR terms. Individuals cently came across a paperback called
now can do something positive. Con Psychoanalyze Yourself—by E.
P.
tract out—alone or in small groups. I Farrow.) Mass psychoanalysis is—as
exist behind the welfare state, after the analysts themselves would testify—out
full stop on the red tape forms. In short of the question.
I bum around. My life is my permanent
protest at the lousy world. I don’t
It seems, then—and I’m certain Freud
rejoice at exploitation and oppression as was no more aware of this than, say,
your youth editor seems to think. I Luther was aware of, by postulating that
just see that nowadays an individual can the individual turns inward, blocking an
do little but this permanent protest emergent social idealism in the late
thing. My anarchism, is between my Middle Ages—it seems that psycho
legs, in books, poetry, thoughts and a analysis—its broad, long-range historical
few friends, I harm no-one and no-one function—was to block the idea of social
harms me. I'm living by anarchism and environmental change—a Freudian
NOW.
Happy times,
revolution, yes, but which blocked the
real, the meaningful revolution.
London, W.C.l.
M ike Rowley.

Freud
Revolutionary?
D

ear

E d it o r s ,

F riends, C omrades, Countrymen,
The assorted pacifists, the guys who
would use violence, the ones who look
to the workers, who look to Heaven, to
the future or to the past. They’ve all
had their say. N ow -it’s my turn. I’m
that rare animal—an individualist—a
permanent protester to boot.

The article' on Freud (F reedom,
August 24) brings--me to this question:
Was Freud revolutionary or counter
revolutionary? I hope someone can
come up with an anjswer to this (at least
for me) perplexing .problem—perplexing
because a case can actually be made
either way.
Freud indeed &pmed revolutionary.
He broke the smug Victorian conserva
tism. He sought to free the individual
— via the rationaljpart of the mind—
from some deepfiirrational enslaving
drives. He had, ■therefore, much in
common with anarchism.
On the other hand, isn’t it significant
that Freud came on the heels of Marx,
as though to throw up a quick rampart
against the latter’s' tide of social and
economic revolutionism.

I think that ail your talk, all your
protesting will be alm ost’certainly futile.

Marx was revolutionary—no question
on that. I refer, gnainly, to the Marx

I live my Anarchism !

So they who consider Freud really
revolutionary—and maybe he is—I wish
they’d come out with some sort of proof.
Because if he isn’t revolutionary, he can
only be pseudo-revolutionary — and
pseudo, in effect, is counter.
(Or do my suspicions of Freuds have
a Freudian reason, being really neurotic
suspicions — and hostility — of people,
originating in early adverse childhood
experiences—and if I’d be psycho
analyzed these suspicions, since they'd
be seen as really suspicions of, say, an
autocratic mother, would be seen as
superfluous and cast away? Maybe so.
See why it’s a problem, why Td like to
see others’ views on it?).
D etroit, Sept. 27 '
Sam C ohen.

M usic for G 100
Money is being raised for the London
Committee of 100, by ‘classical’ record
recitals each Thursday at 8 p.m. Ad
mission is 1/-, beer and coffee being
provided at cheap rates. The address
is Chris Cowley, 38 Pembridge Villas,
W.8; near Notting Hill tube. For
requests ’phone BAY 2867.
P.R.

Police withdraw charge? in more ‘Brick’ Gases
possessing an offensive weapon—to
wit, "fa. piece of brick—at the demon
strations on the occasion’ of Queen
Frederika’s visit to this country, appeared
before the Chelsea juvenile court last,
week but at the last minute the charge
was withdrawn. This was the boys’ third
appearance; on both the previous occa
sions the case was adjourned. On this
occasion it was announced that the police
DONALD ROO UM
DEFENCE FUND
Additional List
In addition to the ‘Freedom’ fund the
following contributions have been paid
directly to Donald Rooum:—
Sit down or pay up fund: £25; P.H. £5;
S.F. & M.J. £2; P.R. £5; N.B. £2; P.F.C.
(per P.N.) £2; Anon. £1; G. & S.F. £5;
B. & D.V. £1; D.S. £1: M.F. £1; J.McE.
£5; R.O. £5; P.S. & F.S. £5.
£65 0 0
Total of ‘FreedomY two lists £88 8 9
TOTAL £153 8 9
The Fund is almost certainly over
subscribed When a proper account is
available it will be published in ‘Free
dom’, and any surplus cash will be
returned to the Sit-down-or-pay-up fund.
Donald Rooum asks us to convey his
immense gratitude to the comrades and
friends who have appealed, contributed,
and written expressing their sholidarity.

would offer no ejjadence. The reason
giVen in a letter .from the Director of
Public Prosecutions was that the police
officer concerned, was suffering from a
mental breakdown. And the officer
concerned was no other than Det.sergeant Harold ©halloner, the central
figure in the unmccessful prosecution
rigged against our comrade Donald
Rooum.
Because the case' had been withdrawn,
the magistrate regretfully "had to" refuse '
'defence, counsel’s ^application for costs
incurred by the father of one of the
boys, who estimated his expenses in
preparing the defence at £100. The
matter is being taken up with the Home
Secretary by the Iqpal M.P., Mr. Gunter.
In a statement published in the
Guardian, Sergeant Challoner declared
that "There are certain people who have
got it in for me”. What a curious re
mark considering 'that there are a num
ber of innocent people who thought just
the opposite and shut for the fact that
they succeeded, at&reat expense, in prov
ing their innocence would now probably
be kicking their heels in prison or some
other institution.
at the Sergeant is
unrepentent:
“1 can say that I have no regrets for
anything I have (foue. There is not the
slightest reason for me to reproach my
self. What I warn now is for the truth
to be told, so niqny lies have been told
already. An investigation is being conw>»<

ducted at the moment by Chief Inspec
tor Harry Pike from West, End Central
police station."
Sergeant Challoner, who visited Scot
land Yard on Tuesday, added: “It
should have been mentioned that a
number of other people have been con
victed of this offence.”
Yes, and perhaps it wouldn’t be a bad
idea if the circumstances in which they
were found guilty were reviewed by
some independent body of citizens.
Instead of waiting for official inquiries,
why don’t some of us get together and
hold our own and publish the findings?

CENTRAL LONDON
“Lamb and Flag”. Rose Street. Covent
Garden, W .C2. (nr. G am ck and K ing
Streets: Leicester Square tube), 7.45 pan.
OCT 20 Wynford Hicks:
Anarchism is Syndicalism
OCT 27 Dorothy Day:
of T h e Catholic W orker’, N.Y.
NOV 3 Tony Smythe on:
Bulgaria
NOV 10 Tatiana Mulinouw on:
Algeria
NOV 17 Philip Sansom:
Just Speaking
ALL WELCOME

HYDE PARK MEETINGS
Sundays at 3.30 pan.. Speakers’ Comer.
Weather and other circumstances per
mitting.

GLASGOW FEDERATION
Meets every Thursday, 7.30, at 4 Ross
Street, Glasgow, E 2 (off Gaillowgate).

BRISTOL FEDERATION
The Downs (nr. Blackboy Hill) every
Sunday, 3.30, circumstances and weather
permitting.

PROPOSED GROUPS
Proposals have been made for forming,
anarchist/discussion groups or federa
tions in the following areas. Will those
interested please get into touch with
the address given?
BELFAST
Telephone 23691.
BIRMINGHAM AND
WEST MIDLANDS
12 South Grove, Erdington, Birming
ham, 0
6
Peter Neville,
BIRMINGHAM (UNIVERSITY)
Dave Chaney,
7, Birches Close, Moseley,
Birmingham, 13.
COUNTY O F STAFFORD
TRAINING COLLEGE
John Wheeler, CS.T.C., Nr. Stafford.
Staffs.
HEREFORD
Peter & Maureen Ford, 9 Poole Close,
Hereford
MANCHESTER
John McEwan, c /o Parrish, 4, Sanby
Avenue, Mount Estate, Gorton, Man
chester.
PLYMOUTH
Fred. Spiers, 3S Ridge Perk Avenue,
Mutley, Plymouth.
ROM FORD & HORNCHURCH
John Chamberlain, 74 Upper Rainham
Road, Hornchurch, Essex, or
Chris Rose, 34 Newbury Gardens,
Upminster.
READING
Enquiries about meetings being held to
James Ross, 116 Belmont Road, Reading.
SHEFFIELD
Peter Lee, 745 Eccleshall Road, Sheffield.
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
J. D. Gilbert-Rolfe, 4 Mount Sion,
Tunbridge Wells, Sussex.

OFF-CENTRE
DISCUSSION MEETINGS
First Tuesday in each month at 8 pan.
at Jean and Tony Smythe’s Ground
Floor Flat, 88, Park Avenue, Enfield,
Middlesex.
l i t Wednesday of each month at 8 pan.
at Colin Ward's, 33 Ellerby Street,
Fulham, S.W.6.
First Thursday of each month, Tom
Barnes’, Albion Cottage, Fortis Green,
N.2. (3rd door past Tudor Hotel).
2nd Friday at Brian and Doris Leslie’s,
242 Amesbury Avenue, S.W.2 (Streatham
Hill, N r. Station).
N.B.—Change of Day.
Last Thursday of each month at 8 pan.
at George Hayes’, 174 Mcleod Road,
Abbey Wood, S.E.2.
3rd Friday of each month at 8 pan. at
Donald & Irene Rooum’s, 148a Fellows
Road. Swiss Cottage, N.W.3.
Notting Hill Anarchist G roup (Dis
cussion Group)
Last Friday of the month, at Brian and
Margaret H art’s, 57 Ladbroke Road,
(near Notting Hill Station), W .U .
Last Friday of the month at 8 pan., at
76, Ansdell Road, SJE.1S. (Nearest
Station, S.R. Nunhead).

AIR MAIL Subscription Rates
(FREEDOM by A ir Mail,
ANARCHY by Surface Mail)

Freedom

12 month* 521- (U 3 . 4 C anada $8.00)

The Anarchist Weekly
FREEDOM is published 40 times
a year, o h every Saturday except
the first in each month.
ANARCHY (1/9 or 25 cents post free),
a 32-page journal of anarchist ideas,
is published 12 times a year on the
first Saturday of the month.
Postal Subscription Rates to FREEDOM
and ANARCHY
12 meath* 22/- (U.S. t C anada $5.00)
6 months 14/- n iO l
3 month* 3/4 (21.25)

Special Subscription Rates for 2 copies
12 months 47/- (U-S-tfi C anada $730)

Postal Subscription Rates to FREEDOM
only

I year (46 iu o t t) 20/- (U.S. ft C anada 53)
6 months (20 issues) 10/- (51-50)
3 months (10 Issues) 5A (50-75)_________

Air Mail Subscription Rates to
FREEDOM only
I year (40 issues) 40/- (56-00)

Cheques, P-O-s and Money O rders should
m ade out to FREEDOM PRESS crossed a /c Payee,
and addressed to the publishers:

FREEDOM PRESS
17a MAXWELL ROAD
LONDON, S.W.6. ENGLAND
Tel: RENOWN 3736.

4 months 23/4 ($3.75)
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